
Situation As an institution of higher learning focused primarily on technology education 

since its inception in 1927, Capitol Technology University (previously Capitol College)

has long had an appeal to students seeking careers in engineering and information

sciences. While Capitol has been the beneficiary of the expanding need for technology

professionals, it has also seen a sharp rise in the competition for prospective students

as colleges and universities around the country have increased their investment in

STEM education and marketing.

In addition to facing heightened competition for tech-oriented high school students,

Capitol also saw a need to better showcase its graduate programs to working profes-

sionals who were seeking to advance their careers.  As such, there was an opportuni-

ty for messaging that conveyed how Capitol could provide the professional education 

that prospects needed, as well as the convenience and hassle-free experience of its

real-time online platform.

Solution Once a put-down, “geek” has since evolved into a term of endearment and pride for

anyone deeply knowledgeable about any given field—and a natural rallying point for

young people who know early on that they want a technology career. Our “feed your

geek” campaign was initiated with a manifesto that proclaimed Capitol’s pride as a

launch pad for future engineers and computer scientists, and was applied to direct

mail, in-school posters, a microsite (where visitors could check their geek cred on a

geek-o-meter), enrollment packets, open house invitations, email, recruitment event

displays, and other materials.

Our work for graduate admissions focused on the career aspirations that Capitol could

help current working professionals achieve—an evolutionary step from the “geek” under-

graduate campaign. Through Capitol’s graduate programs, they could gain the knowl-

edge and skills they need to be “stars” in their field—

engineering “stars,” information assurance “idols,” or business “gurus.” This campaign

was rolled out in print, landing pages, banner ads, brochures, and radio.

Result The “geek” campaign helped Capitol Technology University double the number of

applications it received following the campaign’s launch and was a central theme in

Capitol’s undergraduate recruitment efforts for nearly five years. The “star” campaign

was well-received by students and administration and served as the foundation for

Capitol’s graduate admissions outreach for over two years.

Capitol Technology University—Admissions



o positioning “manifesto” 
and logo

A geek is a person who has chosen concentration
rather than conformity; one who passionately pursues
skill (especially technical skill) and imagination, not
mainstream social acceptance. To be a subject expert,
especially when surrounded by others who are just as
geeked-on as you are. If you're ready for a place where
technology and job-ready degrees rule, then you're
ready for Capitol Technology University.



o search piece

o poster

o html email



o admissions brochure 



o enrollment kit 

o campaign microsite



o recruiting banner-up


